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CHRISTMAS FREEDOM

CHRISTMAS Morn, Light's Freedom came,
To bathe the world in Love's Great Flame;
And flood Its Power thruout the earth,
To raise mankind in Heaven's Birth!

"I AM"—God's Light, has entered in,
All Life's Great Victories to win,
The Greatest Gift Life can bestow,
For Freedom's Lovè all here shall know.

From Jesus' Heart that Flame swept thru,
To cleanse, redeem and build anew.
Life's Temples Pure, with Radiant Pow'r
From Heights above, whose Great Rays shower
Each one's Life Stream with Love so great,
It raises all to that estate
Where nothing but the Light can come—
Perfection's Sphere, each one's True Home.

His Mighty Pow'r thru our world flows
And evermore His Presence shows
His Light above, His Power here,
To make their path all bright and clear;
To them He gives His Great Release
And holds them always in His Peace,
Till They too are His Victory
And stand with Him—serene—all Free!

Each one must too, ascend by Light,
Each must become His Own Great Might—
The Glorious Flame, the "Great I AM,"
That Flame He is—in It all stand!
That One Great Source of all God's Love,
Rules everywhere, all in It move!
Its Great Dominion all must be,
By Its Great Light all here must see!

Unto that Flame, we offer all
And for earth's Freedom ever call!
Each Heart's Desire, Life does fulfill,
For in the Heart abides God's Will—
To know, to dare, to do, to raise
All in His Presence and to praise
The "Mighty I AM Presence" too,
Until in Glory It steps thru!

The form of each one everywhere,
Enfolded in Light's Treasures rare,
Must brighter grow until like Him,
Flames from the Mighty Elohim,
Form Garments of Eternal Fire,
Surrounding all and raising higher
All mankind on this earth each day,
Until the "I AM" holds full sway!
BELOVED children of the earth; beloved Students of the Light! It is My Great Joy, and seems quite apropos tonight, to come forth and give you My Feeling and some idea of what it is My Hope to do, during these Seven Weeks which have been set aside to Me, as it were.

I said in those periods almost forgotten: “Suffer little children to come unto Me, for such is the Kingdom of Heaven.” Will you bear with Me, when I say, We are all children, reaching to the Light? You are blessed children reaching to the Light. Why? Because your hearts, beloved ones, know the Light, know their Source.

If you will observe the Chart—there is the Light of the Great God Presence, the “Mighty I AM,” anchored in your physical heart. You can have various organs of the body removed and still go on; but you cannot have the heart removed and still go on. That should signify much to mankind; but have you not been rather tardy in thinking deeply into the Life which is ours; in thinking into the cause of things?

I marvel today, beloved ones, that there are still among the blessed students, those who fail to give obedience to the greatest Law created—“As ye sow, so shall ye reap.” Whatever you give expression to, MUST find its return into your activity and your world, and oftentimes in your body; until you understand that, until you give obedience to the first Law of Life!

Outside of your acceptance of your own God Presence, the next Law is obedience; and if you do not understand what that means, how can you give full obedience? The First Command really, is that you shall maintain Harmony in your feelings; for that is the means by which the Great God Presence will pour forth into your body, Per-
fect Health; into your activity, the Power of Divine Love; then into your world of activity, successful achievement.

Do you not see, beloved ones, how mankind’s unwillingness to give obedience to the smaller things which are affecting their Lives every moment, is the reason for continued limitations, in the activity of the human octave, the human forms?

Now let us tonight—let Me assist you in the beginning of these Seven Weeks. I shall digress just a moment and assure you, beloved ones of Florida, that you have no idea as yet, how marvelous has been the answer to your call. You think it has been a long time that you have called for the Messengers. We shall try to make up for that absence, tonight and the coming days of the class, for the class is really here. It has begun! Let us FEEL that, tonight! In this Great Preparation which has been made, let us feel a determination—every blessed one—to give obedience to those Laws of Life which are your Freedom.

Do you not see, that unless you understand and give obedience to those Simple Laws, then you are in the constant swing of the pendulum of Life, which means now courage, now discouragement, now assurance, now uncertainty? Just a constant swing. Well, you do not gain the Victory in that which you would gain, in the steady forward movement in the acknowledgment of the Presence of Life, your “Mighty I AM,” held to unwaveringly; then in your human activity, giving obedience, which is Harmony in the feelings, so you no longer requalify the energy that comes forth.

If you do, you are responsible for it. You all see that, but today mankind is still over-looking this great need. THERE IS NO PROVOCATION REALLY, IN THE EXPERIENCE OF MANKIND WHICH WAR-
RANTS DISCORD! Therefore, as mankind comes to understand that, they will realize the need of holding Harmony. For instance, you who have watched the progress of the Messengers, have seen the great Peace and tranquillity within this Messenger. You see the Victory that he has gained, by refusing to accept into his world inharmony or discord of any kind; for he will not allow himself to feel any discord, any criticism nor condemnation of the conditions in the letters which come to him by the hundreds for assistance. Yet that does not enter into his world, otherwise he could not give the assistance.

Therefore, you must feel your own responsibility, beloved ones, in realizing what this means to you. The Law of Life is no respector of persons, places nor conditions! The Law of Life acts in every human being and there is no human being who can say: "I am more worthy than thou." If they do, they are but deceiving themselves.

Tonight, in the great preparation for the future, and let Me say immediate Freedom, let us take that firm stand with your human selves. You have not a thing in the world to correct, beloved ones, but your own human selves. Conditions and everything else will conform to the Harmony of the Great Power of the Presence released at your call, thru Harmony in your feelings! Those who will not give that obedience, will not find their Freedom, there is no question about that.

We so anxiously, shall I say WAIT and WATCH for everyone who will give that obedience. Then, We are able to flood them and their worlds with every good thing that their hearts desire; because THERE IS NO LIMIT TO WHAT YOU MAY HAVE FOR USE; THERE IS NO LIMIT TO YOUR HAPPINESS. THERE IS NO LIMIT TO THE POWER WHICH YOU MAY RELEASE FROM THE PRESENCE TO
FILL YOUR WORLDS WITH ITS ACTIVITY, WITH ITS DIRECTING INTELLIGENCE; WITH ITS CONQUERING PRESENCE, FOR THAT LIGHT WHICH BEATS YOUR HEART IS THE CONQUERING PRESENCE WITHIN EVERY HUMAN FORM. REMEMBER, I SAY DEFINITELY "THE CONQUERING PRESENCE WITHIN EVERY HUMAN FORM," FOR IT IS THE SOURCE OF ALL!

For instance, how did I attain My Victory and leave the example of the crucifixion to mankind? As I stated to you in one of My former Dictations, I did not know, until the Great Divine Director revealed to Me this identical Understanding and Application of the "Mighty I AM Presence." Why do mankind not understand, if that were not true, how could I have prefaced every powerful statement which was made thru My Experience, with the Words "I AM"? If it were not true, that these identical Statements were given Me, before I formulated definitely, what example I was to leave for mankind, how could I have accomplished it?

You have before you the remaining evidence of that Statement; for every important statement of Mine that you have chronicled today, begins with the Words "I AM." I had come to know, that the "I AM," which is the Source of all Life thru every human form, was the Individualized Presence of God! That is what every heart in embodiment on earth, sought then, is seeking today, and has always sought throughout the centuries.

That is why I repeat again tonight, for I say to the orthodox world and to the Christian Science activity; those who cannot accept Saint Germain and the Ascended Masters, will not have My Radiation! THE STUB-BORNNESS OF THE HUMAN FEELING, MUST GO DOWN BEFORE THIS GREAT LAW OF LIFE!
nderstand these Laws of Life with which you are wholly concerned, how can you correct that which is wrong?

We are All telling you that Self-control and the governing of your feelings is the Open Door to everything the Treasure-house of the Presence holds for you—in health and physical use in the octave of human life. If you will not believe that, then you will go on in your struggles and limitations.

THERE IS SO MUCH WE WOULD LIKE TO CONVEY TO YOU, BUT WE MAY NOT DO IT, UNTIL ENOUGH OF THE STUDENTS EVERYWHERE, SEE THIS DEFINITELY AND TAKE SUCH A FIRM COMMAND OF THEIR FEELING WORLD, THAT THEY COMPEL IT TO BE HARMONIOUS; SO THE GREATER RELEASE OF THE POWERS OF THE PRESENCE MAY BE THEIRS.

For more than a year, We have hoped and poured forth a Mighty Radiation to attain a certain balance of achievement among a number of the students; that We might come to them in the visible tangible body, but they do not seem to be anxious for Our Presence; for they do not harmonize themselves sufficiently, so We may come. Don't think Me severe, but I must tell you the Truth. Saint Germain, Nada, the Great Divine Director, Myself and many Others are waiting—will you understand the term if I say ANXIOUSLY, and why do I use that word? Because We want so much for you to be Free, to be Master of conditions, of your bodies and your world; so you may have the Glory and the Blessing which We see and know is just before you, and yet We must wait!

I marvel, beloved ones, that when Saint Germain so repeatedly, so emphatically, has made clear the imperative need of the Law of your Life, that the Harmony
FILL YOUR WORLDS WITH ITS ACTIVITY, WITH ITS DIRECTING INTELLIGENCE; WITH ITS CONQUERING PRESENCE, FOR THAT LIGHT WHICH BEATS YOUR HEART IS THE CONQUERING PRESENCE WITHIN EVERY HUMAN FORM. REMEMBER, I SAY DEFINITELY "THE CONQUERING PRESENCE WITHIN EVERY HUMAN FORM," FOR IT IS THE SOURCE OF ALL!

For instance, how did I attain My Victory and leave the example of the crucifixion to mankind? As I stated to you in one of My former Dictations, I did not know, until the Great Divine Director revealed to Me this identical Understanding and Application of the "Mighty I AM Presence." Why do mankind not understand, if that were not true, how could I have prefaced every powerful statement which was made thru My Experience, with the Words "I AM"? If it were not true, that these identical Statements were given Me, before I formulated definitely, what example I was to leave for mankind, how could I have accomplished it?

You have before you the remaining evidence of that Statement; for every important statement of Mine that you have chronicled today, begins with the Words "I AM." I had come to know, that the "I AM," which is the Source of all Life thru every human form, was the Individualized Presence of God! That is what every heart in embodiment on earth, sought then, is seeking today, and has always sought throughout the centuries.

That is why I repeat again tonight, for I say to the orthodox world and to the Christian Science activity; those who cannot accept Saint Germain and the Ascended Masters, will not have My Radiation! THE STUBBORNNESS OF THE HUMAN FEELING, MUST GO DOWN BEFORE THIS GREAT LAW OF LIFE!
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There is naught in this Understanding with which any human being should find fault; and because mankind have not understood that there were Ascended Masters, that there were Cosmic Beings, and there were Legions of Light, is no reason to oppose This Instruction!

Throughout the Scriptures are the statements of Great Beings Who inspired and helped mankind, then today, when the Truth of Who Those Great Beings are, is placed before mankind, why will mankind not awaken to this Great Truth; and enter into the fulness of Its Great Activity and have that Freedom which this Understanding brings?

In former ages, it was not possible to bring forth the clearness of this Understanding which Saint Germain has brought forth today! The Law of the Cosmic Light did not permit it! I brought forth to the world more of the “I AM,” than any individual up to the time, when Saint Germain brought this Instruction forth!

All Ascended Masters are Perfect Beings; all are One in Ability, but just as in the human octave, one does not do another’s Work. Each has His or Her own Definite Activity and Radiation to pour forth. Today, many of you are coming to understand that in the great achievement of all things, even in the human octave of business activity, the Power of achievement comes thru the Power of Radiation.

Sometimes in previous Dictations, I have been criticized for not using the old, old terminology. Why should I? It is because those individuals have no concept of what an Ascended Being is. We do conform to the modern times, if you wish to so call it; so mankind may understand in your present vocabulary, the Truth of your Life. That is why We use as you sometimes might term it, ordinary language; for this is an Activity which all must understand, not just a few scientifically trained individuals.
In the past, beloved ones, various individuals through the priesthood, thru science, physical science and thru various avenues, have found certain understanding which they did not wish to convey to others! That time is past!

**TODAY, IS THE DAY OF FREEDOM TO ALL MANKIND EVERYWHERE! YOU WILL SEE IT!**

You remember the statement made at the time of My Ascension when the Angel appeared to the disciples and said: “Why do you gaze up into heaven,” and that I would again come forth in a like manner, for I had Ascended. I did, and I have come forth to the people of earth thousands of times, since that period two thousand years ago; but mankind have said: “No, it cannot be, Jesus is Ascended, how could He be here?”

**DO YOU KNOW, BELOVED ONES, WHAT IT IS THAT REPELS FROM YOU THE TRUTH, OR THE USE OF EVERYTHING THAT YOU HAVE CALLED FOR OR REQUIRED? UNBELIEF! IT IS A REPELLENT FEELING! YOU HAVE NOT HERETOFORE KNOWN, THAT IT WAS YOUR FEELING WHICH WAS THE GOVERNING ACTIVITY IN YOUR WORLD, BUT SAINT GERMAIN HAS MADE IT SO PLAIN. I TAKE IT FOR GRANTED, TODAY, YOU UNDERSTAND THAT YOUR FEELING WORLD IS THE GOVERNING ACTIVITY WITH WHICH YOU ARE CONCERNED, FOR IT IS. YOUR THOUGHT IS MUCH LESS IMPORTANT THAN YOUR FEELING; FOR IF IT IS AN ARGUMENT BETWEEN YOUR THOUGHT AND FEELING, YOUR FEELING WILL WIN, BECAUSE IT IS YOUR POWER-HOUSE, AS YOU HAVE BEEN TOLD.**

Therefore, your concern, today, is in the governing of your feeling world, which in other terminology, is your emotional body extending as far as your hands reach about you; sometimes much farther; but unless you un-
derstand these Laws of Life with which you are wholly concerned, how can you correct that which is wrong?

We are All telling you that Self-control and the governing of your feelings is the Open Door to everything the Treasure-house of the Presence holds for you—in health and physical use in the octave of human life. If you will not believe that, then you will go on in your struggles and limitations.

THERE IS SO MUCH WE WOULD LIKE TO CONVEY TO YOU, BUT WE MAY NOT DO IT, UNTIL ENOUGH OF THE STUDENTS EVERYWHERE, SEE THIS DEFINITELY AND TAKE SUCH A FIRM COMMAND OF THEIR FEELING WORLD, THAT THEY COMPEL IT TO BE HARMONIOUS; SO THE GREATER RELEASE OF THE POWERS OF THE PRESENCE MAY BE THEIRS.

For more than a year, We have hoped and poured forth a Mighty Radiation to attain a certain balance of achievement among a number of the students; that We might come to them in the visible tangible body, but they do not seem to be anxious for Our Presence; for they do not harmonize themselves sufficiently, so We may come. Don't think Me severe, but I must tell you the Truth. Saint Germain, Nada, the Great Divine Director, Myself and many Others are waiting—will you understand the term if I say ANXIOUSLY, and why do I use that word? Because We want so much for you to be Free, to be Master of conditions, of your bodies and your world; so you may have the Glory and the Blessing which We see and know is just before you, and yet We must wait!

I marvel, beloved ones, that when Saint Germain so repeatedly, so emphatically, has made clear the imperative need of the Law of your Life, that the Harmony
must be maintained, that you still do not compel It. I am not referring tonight especially to you individually, but explaining the Law of your Life so vividly, so important, to which you must give complete obedience, if you expect to have Freedom.

I marvel at it. Is it possible, dear ones, that you think it applies to every one but yourselves? Please do not. Look at yourself, every one, and see wherein you may cleanse, purify and make yourself ready for the Host of Light!

Do you not understand, beloved ones, that in this room tonight, if sufficient preparation had been made in the maintained Harmony in your feelings, that I could have stood forth in My Own Tangible Body and have spoken to you directly? We have been planning and waiting for this, but as yet, We must flash the Words to the Messenger in order to convey Our Wishes to you. It remains with you, beloved ones.

Oh, We never think of criticizing, not for anything in the world; but We must state the Law and keep on stating It to mankind until they awaken to the full import of what It means, in their own individual lives; because your Presence cannot release Its Great Power, if you are constantly requalifying it with discord. It would mean that soon you would destroy your physical body; because if the greater release of Power was still requalified by discord, then the discord would be tremendously greater. Therefore, the Great Law of Life has provided, so that Its release does not go beyond a certain point, until mankind have Self-control and compel obedience from their human activity, so they can give forth without limit.

Sometime, possibly in the near future, We may tell you something of what has occurred when the Messengers have been in their physical bodies. Only yesterday,
a Tremendous Work was done where We have long wished for them to be; and We want to thank our Beloved Donald for having been the means for it; for as they thought in the enjoyment of the outer, it made possible the Activity of the Inner Work to be done. So often, beloved ones, when mankind are sincere to the Light they feel the impulse, as they think, for some constructive outer enjoyment, when it means the release of Inner Powers.

Once you understand what it means to hold joy forever increasing in your heart, your mind and your world, then will you know how much greater is the Power of the Presence which flows forth because of that joy! Oh, do not let yourselves be unhappy! Beloved ones, depression and unhappiness are the open door to many destructive things. DO NOT LET THEM GOVERN YOU.

We love everyone of you, Oh so greatly, and We want you to be free! As We have watched the beloved students throughout America, Oh, sometimes in the privacy of their own chambers, as they have called forth to Us, that call would melt a heart of stone! I want you to know, I receive every call that you send forth to Me, and make no mistake about it! I answer that call every time, and if you are still enough in your feeling activity, you will feel My Presence, My Radiance and Current of Energy, flow into your body and your world.

Beloved ones, do not think of Me or any of the Other Ascended Masters, as someone afar off, I plead with you. Do not feel because you do not see Them, that They are far off, somewhere beyond your reach. It is not the case! These days and for the past two years, especially, as the Messengers have carried forth This Radiation everywhere, we are constantly moving in the human octave among the people; pouring forth that Radiation here and there wherever We see the Light expanding.
That is why Saint Germain asked you to issue these Mighty Decrees, because that Activity in the mental and feeling world has prepared mankind; and you cannot yet imagine how much in the outer world. Even though many have attempted to explain it to you, still you do not comprehend, how great has been that Blessing to mankind.

Only recently, has the evidence come forth thru different ones over America, approaching people who four months ago, would not accept This Idea of the Truth at all; but today, they welcome It with open arms. That is because of the Mighty Activity of the Decrees in the mental and feeling world of mankind. So grow not weary, in rendering that service which everyone can render individually or in your Groups.

Tonight, I wish you to feel with Me, if you will, the great joy and great privilege you have, in issuing these Decrees in Groups; because according to the number of that Group, if it be an hundred people, then you have an hundred times your own effort for your achievement, for your success, for the expansion of your own Light. If it be a thousand people, then you have a thousand times your own effort for your Freedom. How I wish that every Student of the “I AM” throughout America, could understand this!

We many times see people weary of giving the Decrees and think—Oh well, why continue that! Sometimes people want to be just quiet. A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF QUIETNESS IS NECESSARY, BUT NOT WHEN YOU WANT TO RELEASE ENERGY FOR THE GREAT HOST OF LIGHT TO USE!

We want to say this to you with very great earnestness tonight. If you want to be still, then still yourselves individually; but when you come into the Groups come into them for action, for service! That is the greatest need and you can render so great a service when you
do that; but if you become weary, then it is better for you to stop and still yourselves, until you can enter in with enthusiasm!

Whether it be your business, your Decrees, or your call to the Presence, if it be done with weariness, how can you have the full result your heart desires? That is why this Messenger today, has such tremendous results from his application, because he has found, he can generate that joy and enthusiasm at will, and so can anyone else. **YOU WILL SOON FIND THAT WITH YOUR ATTENTION TO THE PRESENCE YOU CAN FEEL ITS GREAT JOY, LIKE A FLASH, CHARGE YOUR MIND AND BODY FOR DEFINITE ACTION.**

Let Me add My Word tonight, as many Others have, and try to help you see more clearly, the forces which are acting or playing upon you. When you feel discordant, irritated or a disturbance of any kind, it is your own human creation or something projected at you, which is trying to deprive you of your quick Freedom; because it sees you are gaining your Victory. Therefore, there is no one thing nor condition that should provoke anyone into allowing those qualities to act.

If you realize that anything which disturbs you or makes you irritated, angry or critical, is just the sinister activity depriving you of your Freedom a little longer, I am sure there is no one who would not govern such a feeling immediately. It only piles upon each individual more and more of those disturbing qualities, under which they are struggling; and they are already carrying almost more than they can bear. One must make the decision, within himself or herself.

We stand ready to give every Assistance possible that the Law of your Being will permit, for your happiness, Freedom and supply of everything you require in the
outer use; but do you not see Our Efforts are annulled, if you are allowing feelings of discord to register and act within you? Oh, it matters not what the provocation is, it really is not any person, place nor condition. It is simply a force of human creation which is acting in the human octave. WHATEVER DISTURBS YOU, IS NOT ANOTHER PERSON. You think it is person, place and conditions, but it really is not. It is just a sinister thing and activity that sees you are gaining your Victory and it is trying to prevent the attainment. That is the law which is actually operating in every human being, when those qualities act.

Understand clearly and definitely, and I feel tonight you are comprehending as you never did before in your life: how these things and qualities that have continued to manifest in your feeling world, are the things which have been depriving you of the full result of your application, you could otherwise have had. Will you allow Me, tonight, to help you dissolve and consume every vestige of those qualities and forget that they ever existed in your world?

Precious ones, do not yield to these things any longer! Just be so happy and filled with joy in your call to the Presence, knowing that It is the Power of Light; and when Its Light releases, It just sweeps everything before It, sweeping out everything unlike Itself; because there is not one single destructive force in the Universe which opposes the Light. Do you know that, beloved ones? IN ALL THAT HAS BEEN SAID, HAVE YOU COMPRESSED WHEN THE LIGHT, WHICH IS YOUR PRESENCE, IS CALLED INTO ACTION, THERE IS NOT ONE DESTRUCTIVE FORCE IN THE UNIVERSE THAT TRIES EVEN TO RESIST IT; because the Light is the Power, and that Light just dissolves everything unlike Itself.
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I want to carry to you, into your feeling world tonight, the Confidence in your application and your call to the Light. It is the Substance of Light-intelligence that flows in, thru and around your body and out into your world. There is not one resistant thing to that Light, because all else knows it cannot act against the Light. Every destructive force knows it has no power when the Light appears! You have the example before you every day of your Life. Every evening when the night approaches and you go to the switch on the walls of your room, to turn on the electricity, the room is dark. The moment you press that button, the Light floods the room and the darkness disappears.

It is identical with the forces of irritation and disturbance. Once mankind realize, that when they call this Power of Light forth, all destructive things dissolve and disappear before it, they will be Free! Those things are not repelled. May you receive this point! When the Light goes forth, It is not a repelling activity, It is a Dissolving Activity!

Now then, when you have this Activity of Life, whatever forces object, or up to that moment have seemed to oppose, if you are calm and serene they are dissolved from your world forever. Will you not understand that tonight, beloved ones? That is why the Victory of the Light is permanent, Eternal; and whatever is dissolved by Light never reappears, unless you by your own human creation and power of qualification, bring back a similar quality.

Then, you see how magnificent is the Victory of the Light, and that you have the Scepter of Power in your own physical hand in This Understanding, by which you can govern yourselves and your worlds harmoniously. Therefore, allow the Powers of the Presence each time you call, to grow by intensification, charging and filling your feeling world about you, until it becomes so charged
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with that Infinite Power of the Pure Energy of the Presence, that when you issue a Decree and wish to send it forth, it goes forth like an avalanche, performing that service easily and quickly; and even with the speed of lightning as you have called to have done.

Your Presence, the Light, knows no time nor space. It just IS, and that is why, if you give It the proper recognition and the proper understanding in your feeling, then you are able to release Its Action, untouched by your human qualification! It flows in and thru you and you can release It in a moment. I did it time and again! I swept all imperfection out of the human form like that (motion of hand) and have thousands of times since My Ascension!

A little child recently in California awakened and said, that I had kissed her. I did! I was there and kissed her and she told the Truth! Will mankind realize the Great Powers of Light and the Great Presence of Light are everywhere? I am not limited! No Ascended Master is limited in any way! WE GO QUICKLY FROM ONE PLACE TO ANOTHER, ALMOST WITH THE SPEED OF THOUGHT; AND, IF A CALL CAME TO ME, I COULD PROJECT A REPLICA OF MYSELF AND RENDER THE SAME SERVICE, AS THOUGH I WERE THERE MYSELF. THAT IS THE POWER OF THE ASCENDED MASTER!

Beloved ones, will you not realize that the Ascended Master is a Wholly Perfect Being, Free from all human limitations? We have all the Powers of the Cosmic Activity which We can utilize. Why and how could They be limited in any way, when a call is sent to Them? Why would They not answer? You see how impossible that would be?

Tonight, in the Great, Great Joy that is filling the earth, I wish to remind you of the Magnificent Service,
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the Great Divine Director has rendered to the earth, in
the passing of the boys who were over seas (during the
world war) thru the invitation He has extended for the
adjustment of conditions. You cannot comprehend in
the human what that means; but that Great Presence,
that Great Cosmic Being has made the Adjustment of
conditions for hundreds of thousands who passed out
during the world war; so they could, if they cared to accept
His Invitation, be drawn into the Ascended Masters’
Octave of Light; and be taught this Identical Under­
standing of the “Mighty I AM Presence,” to bring It
forth in the next embodiment and then gain their Free­
dom. This is the first Compensation under the Cosmic
Law, that has ever been offered on the face of this earth
to people who gave their lives because of the discord of
mankind.

There has never been on this earth a justifiable war.
It is true, if a nation is set upon by destructive forces,
they must endeavor to protect themselves; and not know­ing
a greater means, they must use what they have at
hand and they try to, but look at the results! Never has
any permanent happiness or release come of it and never
can; because it is humanly qualified destructive energy
which is acting; and until mankind turn to God, their
own “Mighty I AM Presence,” and understand how,
where and what It is, they will continue in the condi­
tions of the centuries past! There is no other way!

This Understanding of the Great Presence of Life,
is the only means on earth of bringing a permanent solu­
tion of anything. It is the solving of national problems
as well as individual! The Effort is being made by the
Powers of Light, to set all Free! This Understanding
will flood the earth, regardless of all human opposition;
because with the Light, We know no opposition.

As I have just stated to you, as that is called forth
by the earnest students themselves, Its Power floods forth
more and more, and finally all human resistance goes
down! Then, mankind will see how childish and foolish
it has been, to feel opposition to the Greatest Blessing
that was ever offered mankind on this earth; because This
Understanding of the “Mighty I AM Presence,” the
Source of all Life, is the Greatest Understanding that can
be given mankind in the physical octave; and the Full-
ness of It, is being given to every one who will accept
and apply It.

Will you tell your friends, beloved ones, everywhere:
please do not sit in judgment on the Messengers or This
Work? There is no reason in the world why anyone
should. It is given forth in Love and kindness. The
Laws of Life are stated clearly and definitely; but many
times, it is because the human is wild, because it does not
wish to give the needed obedience; yet when it does, its
happiness is so wonderful, that its gratitude and joy are
eternal.

That is why, tonight, I utilize this opportunity not
only for you blessed ones who are here, but for all the
“I AM” Students throughout America and the world; to
draw a Mighty Focus of Light into your cities of Florida,
and especially in Jacksonville, Daytona, West Palm
Beach and Miami, and will you feel this with Me?

It was My Wish to leave an Example to mankind
which could never be forgotten; because the Etheric Rec-
ord of My Ascension is there! Afterwards, mankind
began to place their own interpretation upon the exper-
ience I had left. I had hoped to convey to mankind,
that they could and would do these things, I did; not
only the healing, freeing and blessing of mankind dur-
ing my short ministry; but in the Example of the Cross!
I did not want to leave that as a matter of distress to the
people! I left It as a Victory, for when My Body was
removed from the Cross, I felt no pain nor distress in that
body. When it was placed in the tomb, I returned to it, completed the purifying work and came forth from the tomb in My Higher Mental Body, as the Messenger has described to you. Then, forty days afterward, made the Ascension at noonday in the presence of more than five hundred people.

These records are Eternal and I am very grateful to Saint Germain for taking the Messenger to the environment of Judea, where My Own Ministry took place! He saw the revivifying of Those Records and was shown the Reality and that My Ministry was not an imagination; that I was not an imaginary Being nor an allegory. Oh, far from that, yet there are those of mankind today, in America and the world, who do think My Experience was but an allegory.

Oh, awaken Oh children of the earth, unto the Reality, the Fulness of your own Great Presence of Light and have Its Victory and Glory!

I knew there were hundreds of others in the Secret Retreats of the world who had made the Ascension. Then, when I met the Beloved Nada, whom you have come to know, and saw the Marvelous Assistance She had given to one civilization after another, I marveled that mankind would not understand the Glory of what an Ascended Being meant.

Today, you are so privileged to know of the many who are comprehending and understanding, that all Ascended Beings are Real, Tangible Beings. ERE LONG, MANKIND, OR SHALL I SAY THE MAJORITY OF MANKIND, WILL COME TO KNOW DEFINITELY, THAT WE ARE TANGIBLE AND REAL. Our Bodies are not physical, but We can make Them as tangible as yours! We live by the Power of Light! We live by the Power of Energy, the same as you behold on that Chart flowing into your physical body! We no longer have to call that forth,
because we have entered into that Great Presence, when we became the Ascended Being. We have the use of that Infinite Power of Light in Its various qualifications; as Substance, Liquid Light or whatever it is We require!

That Light, beloved ones—please hold this within your consciousness forever, and those who are calling so earnestly for their Ascension, remember—that Light has taken the place of the blood stream of the human form. That Light and Energy which flows thru Our Ascended Bodies, similar to the arterial and veinular system in your bodies, today, is Light, Liquid Light! Our Bodies have the most natural appearance with a glowing color of pink to the Substance and form. That is the Activity of Light radiating from the Heart!

Do you know that in the Ascended Body, the Heart has become Light—a Heart of Light which pulsates, carrying that Energy thru the Body; the same as your physical heart carries the energy thru the nervous system and thru the veinular and arterial system?

I want so much to have you feel Our Reality and how tangible and natural is the Higher Activity of Our Ascended Bodies. It is just as practical as in your physical bodies, in fact far more so; because Our Activity is Reality! Your physical bodies are not Reality, because they are constantly changing. If they were Reality, they would be Perfect and you would retain them forever; but since you constantly cast them off and take on and build others, then that which you are utilizing, is but the past qualification of Energy and Substance. Today you are coming to know these Great Laws; to feel the Blessing of them, and each day more and more your own Dominion!

In the fulness of that Great Light which beats your hearts, your “Mighty I AM Presence,” I call forth, tonight, Its Infinite Power to take command of your
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minds and bodies, hold Its Dominion and produce Its Perfection; silence all human feelings of discord and requalification of this Mighty Energy; hold you within such obedience to the Light, that at the slightest impulse, you do feel and give obedience to the Light, so the Powers of your Presence may come forth quickly to dismiss all else!

That Light which passes thru and around you, knows no discord, no resistance! Therefore, let It flow in and thru you and carry out and dissolve forever, every discordant human quality. Then, in the needed human obedience, stand guard in your outer consciousness with a determination, to no longer let in any experience of discord into your feeling world. Then, the Power of Light from your Presence, will so quickly fill you and your world with Its Great Perfection; with Its Mighty Intelligence! The human will dissolve and you will have entered into the Glory of your own Eternal Mighty Reality, the Presence of Light, your “Mighty I AM Presence,” your Electronic Body of Light, when you will have become the Ascended Being as We stand today!

Will you feel, tonight, My Reality as never in your experience before; so I may render you the Service required for your Freedom, for your Blessing, for your Eternal Victory in the Light?

With My Love, I thank you.
S THE STUDENTS call the Presence into action, they become more sensitive, and begin to become aware of and sense conditions which are in the individual, when they contact the individual. This is where the sinister force throws them off the track and they immediately feel it is the individual. They think—well that person's motive is so and so, he has that in him. That is the very thing they should not do.

If you are going to obey the Law, instead of paying attention to that thing and holding it over the individual, the student should say: “MIGHTY I AM PRESENCE,” THERE IS SOMETHING WRONG HERE, THAT FEELING DOES NOT COME FROM YOU! IF IT IS IN ME, ANNIHILATE THE CAUSE, EFFECT, RECORD AND MEMORY OF IT AND REPLACE IT, WITH THE ASCENDED MASTERS’ LIGHT-SUBSTANCE AND THE ASCENDED MASTERS’ FEELING. YOU KEEP MY FEELINGS IN YOUR HEART! IF IT BE OUTSIDE OF ME AND THE CONDITION NEEDS TO BE CORRECTED, YOU BLAZE THE VIOLET CONSUMING FLAME AROUND ME AND GIVE ME PROTECTION AND ANNIHILATE THE CAUSE!

If the condition be in the other person, call the Presence of that individual and say: “MIGHTY I AM PRESENCE,” YOU CHARGE THAT INDIVIDUAL WITH ASCENDED MASTER FEELING AND LIGHT-SUBSTANCE TO GIVE HIM THE STRENGTH TO WIN THE VICTORY OF THE LIGHT. YOU TAKE THIS FEELING OUT OF ME AND FILL ME WITH THE FLAME OF LOVE.
FROM YOUR HEART AND THE ASCENDED MASTERS' LIGHT-SUBSTANCE!

That is how you anchor into your Presence first! Then you say: "I call on the Law of Forgiveness for that, whether it be inside or outside of me; but whatever it is, You annihilate its cause, and replace it with Ascended Master Feeling and Light-Substance. Hold my attention upon You and keep my feelings at peace.

If you will do this, you will have protection, but dear people, you are at a point on the path now, where the activity of the Unfed Flame has been given; the student who won't do that and won't obey it, need not complain, if he gets into an accident or even death. It is a very tremendous thing, and I AM SAYING THAT WHICH SAINT GERMAIN GAVE ME!

The student who will not take command of himself or allows his attention to become fastened on something discordant, knowing he has been given the Authority and Power of the Unfed Flame to correct the situation, will pay and many have paid with their own lives.

If you love your Presence, if you love your Life; if you want your financial success, your Freedom and assistance which can be given now, no person under This Radiation will ever do that again! Regardless of what you sense in somebody else; that is your opportunity. You have the power to give assistance, and if you don't do it, or you keep on acknowledging the thing, you will do the same thing, or worse.

Once you know the Law and have been given the use of the Unfed Flame, It is one of the most important points on the Path of Light. WHEN YOU KNOW A THING IS WRONG AND YOU FEEL IT, DON'T HAVE AN OPINION ABOUT IT. The fact that your feelings are disturbed, is a reminder—that you should jump in the Arms of your Presence and keep yourself filled with Itself and Its Feelings.
Supposing some of you try to hold Peace and Harmony in your Reading Room and Study Groups and disturbing people come in. The condition is there to be handled. You can ask assistance of one or two of your Group. Sometimes you have to say something to get others to work with you. Simply say: there is a condition in this brother or sister which needs more Light and Love from the Presence. Will you help me to call the Light and Love from the Presence forth? Ask the Ascended Masters to fill that brother or sister with Light and Love to win the Victory in the Light. Ask the other students to give their calls for strength to call forth the Light-Substance, to fill the other individual and help win the Victory.

Know the moment you recognize a thing, there is something to be handled. The individual who will pray for his enemy is compelled to be given assistance. The Great Law dare not refuse you, if you are calling for your so-called enemy's Freedom. If you call the Presence into action to help the weak individual, then when your trial comes, the Great Law is compelled to give you assistance. That is the way you constantly safe-guard yourself.

* * * *
We bless this Christmas, all under This Radiation, especially our Beloved Don; all the "I AM" Ascended Master Youth; all the younger generation; all the "I AM" Students in the National Defense; all others in the National Defense; all prisoners from America in foreign lands; all the wounded; our Beloved America, her people and her resources; especially all our Foreign Study Groups and all mankind, with all the Love, Power and Perfection from the "Mighty I AM Presence," the Ascended Host, the Angelic Host and all Cosmic Beings and Powers of Light can give!

May Oceans of all the Love, Power and Perfection of the Divine Plan fulfilled and expanding by Light without limit, flood all everywhere into the fulness of the Ascension.

MAMA, DON, THE STAFF AND ALL UNDER THIS RADIATION
MOST RECENT
AND IMPORTANT DECREES

Note:
Add the following to the 3 PREAMBLES, as given in the May 1943 Voice! (This applies to all Decrees you give.)
“Especially our Beloved United States of America; our Beloved Don; all the Younger Generation; all in the National Defense; all prisoners from America in foreign lands; all the wounded; ourselves and all under This Radiation”;

** ** **

1. POWERS OF LIGHT! (3) FROM THE GREAT CENTRAL SUN!
   Give us all of Your Light (3), Help (3), Power (3), Miracles (3) of the Blue Lightning and Violet Flame of a Thousand Suns, without limit!
   Raise Your Swords of Blue Flame, and CLEAR THE .......... for the Children of Light! (3)
   (Repeat after each line)
   Oh, “Mighty I AM’’! (3)
   By God’s Own Hand! (3)
   We insist and demand! (3)
   For God, the “Mighty I AM Presence” shall have and hold Eternal Command! (3)
   Follow with:
   For the Violet Flame of a Thousand Suns, shall have and hold Eternal Command! (3)
   For the Limitless Legions of Light, shall have and hold Eternal Command! (3)
   For the Seven Mighty Elohim of Creation, shall have and hold Eternal Command! (3)
   For the Light of God that never fails, shall have and hold Eternal Command! (3)
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For the Great Cosmic Word “I AM,” shall have and hold Eternal Command! (3)
For the “Mighty I AM Presence” and Higher Mental Bodies of all mankind, shall have and hold Eternal Command! (3)

* * * *

Fill in the blank space with the following, using each one separately:
Way, world, minds, bodies, brains, eyes, ears, throats, hands, feet, nerves, blood, food, feelings, business, atmosphere, etc.

* * * *

2. CHARGE (3) Oceans of the Violet Flame of a Thousand Suns, thru the __________ of the Children of Light! (3)
(Repeat after each line, beginning with Charge)
Oh, “Mighty I AM”! (3)

etc.

Fill in the blank space with the following, using each one separately.
Worlds, atmosphere, bodies, brains, throats, eyes, ears, hands, feet, heart, stomach, nerves, blood, feelings, food, homes, business.
Thru America and all mankind
Thru our Beloved Don and all in the National Defense
Thru all under This Radiation
Thru the government of the United States of America
Thru all legislation, courts of law, legal procedure of Our Land

Use the same form for the following, changing the action in the fifth line for whatever activity is being used.
c. Oceans of Miracles thru the bodies, etc.
d. Oceans of Perfection thru the bodies, etc.
e. Oceans of the Cosmic Light of a Thousand Suns, etc.
f. Oceans of the Unfed Flame of a Thousand Suns, etc.

* * * *

3. CHARGE (3) Oceans of Hercules' Invincible Safety around our Beloved Don and all in the National Defense!

Oh, "Mighty I AM"! (3)

etc.

b. CHARGE (3) the Children of Light with Oceans of Victory's Victory!

With:

c. Oceans of Saint Germain's Freedom!
d. Oceans of Peace!
e. Oceans of Wealth!
f. Oceans of Health!
g. Oceans of Strength!
h. Oceans of Joy!

4. CHARGE (3) Oceans of Forgiveness thru all under This Radiation, today and forever!

Oh, "Mighty I AM"! (3)

etc.

b. CHARGE (3) Oceans of Ascended Master Authority to all under This Radiation; today and forever!

c. CHARGE (3) Oceans of Safety around all in the National Defense!

d. CHARGE (3) Oceans of Perfection around all we hold near and dear!

e. CHARGE (3) Oceans of Hercules' Safety around all we hold near and dear!
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f. CHARGE (3) Oceans of Victory’s Victory around all we hold near and dear!

g. CHARGE (3) Oceans of Saint Germain’s Freedom around all we hold near and dear!

h. CHARGE (3) Oceans of Harmony’s Indestructible Harmony around all we hold near and dear!

* * * *

5. EXPAND the Music of the Spheres thru the hearts of the Children of Light!

Oh, “Mighty I AM”! (3)

etc.

b. EXPAND Oceans of the Love of the Light, thru our Beloved Don and all in the National Defense!

c. EXPAND Oceans of the Love of the Light through our Beloved America!

d. EXPAND Oceans of the Love of the Light thru the hearts of all mankind!

e. EXPAND Oceans of the Love of the Light thru all under This Radiation!

6. FIRE the Children of Light with the Victory of Light!

Oh, “Mighty I AM”! (3)

etc.

b. Fire the Children of Light with the Freedom of Light! (3)

c. Fire the Children of Light with the Supply of Light! (3)

d. Fire the Children of Light with the Wealth of Light! (3)

e. Fire the Children of Light with the Opulence of Light! (3)

f. Fire the Children of Light with the Voice of Light! (3)
7. EXPAND Oceans of Sanat Kumara's Unfed Flame of a Thousand Suns thru America's atmosphere! (3)
   Oh, "Mighty I AM"! (3)
   etc.
   
   b. EXPAND thru all under This Radiation Oceans of Saint Germain's Feeling of the Freedom of a Thousand Suns; today and forever!
   
   c. EXPAND Oceans of all the Power of the Light of God that never fails, thru all under This Radiation; today and forever!
   
   d. EXPAND Oceans of Success of the Light of God that never fails, thru all under This Radiation; today and forever!
   
   e. EXPAND Oceans of the Flame from the Heart of the Goddess of Purity, thru all under This Radiation; today and forever!

   * * * *

8. ARMOR the Children of Light with the Blue Lightning "I AM" Presence!
   Oh, "Mighty I AM"! (3)
   etc.
   
   b. ARMOR America's transportation with the Blue Lightning "I AM" Presence!
   
   c. ARMOR our Beloved Don and all in the National Defense in Oceans of the Unfed Flame of a Thousand Suns!
   
   d. ARMOR all of America's transportation in the Cross of Blue Flame of a Thousand Suns!
   
   e. ARMOR all under This Radiation with the Opulence of a Thousand Suns!
   Use the same for—
   
   f. With all the Powers of the Ascended Host!
   
   g. With the Limitless Invincible Legions of Light!
   
   h. With the Personal Rays and Luminous Presence of our Beloved Jesus and Mary!
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i. With Sanat Kumara’s Love of the Light of a Thousand Suns!

* * * *

9. ARMOR all under This Radiation with Oceans of Ray-O-Light’s absolute fearlessness, today and forever!

Oh, “Mighty I AM”! (3)

etc.

b. ARMOR our Beloved Don and all in the National Defense in the Cross of Blue Flame of a Thousand Suns!

c. Use the above form for the following Activities:

In the Cross of White Fire of a Thousand Suns!
In the Seven Fold Flame of the Seven Mighty Elohim!
In the Blue Lightning “I AM” Presence of a Thousand Suns!
In Cyclopea’s Crystal Rays of a Thousand Suns!
In the Limitless Invincible Legions of Light!
In that Sacred Fire that none can put out!
In the Ascended Masters’ Ring-pass-not of Blue Flame!
In the Rainbow Rays of a Thousand Suns!
In all the Power of Light and Love of my Life Stream!
In the Flame of Eternal Invincible Peace from the Heart of the Mighty Elohim of Peace!
In Oceans of the Healing Power of a Thousand Suns!
In Oceans of the Ascended Masters’ Clear, Alert Radiant Energy!
In Oceans of the Ascended Masters’ Supply of every good thing!
In Mighty Astrea’s Circle of Blue Flame of a Thousand Suns!
In Oceans of the Flame from the Hearts of the Ascended Masters!
In the Flame of Eternal Invincible Purity from the Hearts of the God and Goddess of Purity!
In Oceans of the Blue Lightning from the Great Central Sun!

10. THE HUMAN HAS NO POWER!
(Repeat once after each line)

Before my Mighty Light!
Go forth! God’s Rays and Might!
Dissolve! thou art no more!
All shall God’s Light adore!
All here all Light shall be!
Go forth mankind! Be free!
Great Victory takes command!
All Freedom is at hand!
The Great Ones now appear!
Lo! Saint Germain is here!
Blest Jesus now steps thru!
Our Godfré stands here too!
Blaze thru Great Cosmic Light!
“I AM” God’s Power and Might!
Be gone forevermore!
“I AM” God’s Open Door!
All Freedom now is mine!
“I AM” all Light Divine!
“I AM” God’s Victory Pure!
My Harmony shall endure!
Perfection I decree!
All shall my Presence see!
“I AM” my Presence here!
All shadows disappear!
My path is Blazing Bright!
“I AM” all God’s Great Light!
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11. THE UNFED FLAME STANDS 'ROUND ME!
(Repeat once after each line)
And always now commands!
And blazes thru my hands!
Releasing all Its Power!
Increasing every hour!
Protecting all I love!
And draws them all above!
Perfects all I hold dear!
And blazes far and near!
Abides forevermore!
The "I AM" all shall adore!
And holds all in Its Heart!
It never shall depart!
And answers every call!
And floods my Love to all!
In Mighty Cosmic Light!
And "I AM" all Its Might!

* * * *

12. PURIFY MY BODY!
(Repeat once after each line)
And make Thy Flame come thru!
And make all bow to You!
And make it Dazzling White!
And blaze thru it Thy Might!
And heal all that I love!
Make all see Thee above!
And set America free!
And raise the earth to Thee!
And make me all Thy Flame!
In God's Almighty Name!
Oh Glorious Great "I AM"!
Forever hold Command!
Perfect and raise it too!
Control all that I do!
All shall Thy Love obey!
Thy Light shall hold full sway!
For in Thy Heart I stand!
And forever hold my hand!
Charge Light thru me each hour!
“ I AM” all Thy Great Power!

* * * *

13. CHARGE (3), ESTABLISH AND INSULATE

-------------, in Oceans of the Flame of Eternal Invincible Purity from the Heart of the Mighty Elohim of Purity, today and forever, in One Mighty Stroke right now; and Manifest now! Manifest now! Manifest now!

Oh, “Mighty I AM”! (3)

e.tc.

Use same and fill in spaces for:

Ourselves and all under This Radiation;
Our Beloved Don and all in the National Defense;
The Younger Generation;
The atmosphere over America;
The government of the United States of America;
All America’s financial activities;
All America’s business;
The minds and bodies of the American people;
All military activities;
All legislation, courts of law and legal procedure of Our Land;
America’s transportation;
America’s communication;
All the necessities of Life;
Washington, D. C. (any city);
The United States Supreme Court;
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All our beloved attorneys and accountants;
All medical activities;
All food.

* * * *

14. CHARGE (3), ESTABLISH AND INSULATE
All Saint Germain’s “I AM” Activities, Our Beloved Don, Ourselves and All under This Radiation, in OCEANS of the Miracles and Authority from the Great Central Sun, without limit; today and forever in One Mighty Stroke, and Manifest now, Manifest now, Manifest now!

Oh, “Mighty I AM”! (3)
etc.

* * * *

Use the above form for

OCEANS of all the Power (3) and Perfection of the Divine Plan fulfilled thru illumining all our minds, bodies and atmosphere wherever we go and expanding It by Light without limit; today and forever, etc.

OCEANS of all the Power (3) and Perfection of the Divine Plan fulfilled and do thru us all that Jesus did and greater things here and now, and expand It by Light without limit; today and forever, etc.

OCEANS of all the Power (3) and Perfection of the Divine Plan fulfilled thru the Ascended Masters’ Eternal Invincible Gratitude, pouring thru us to all Life everywhere, and expanding by Light without limit; today and forever, etc.

OCEANS of all the Power (3) and Perfection of the Divine Plan fulfilled thru our Music of the Spheres and expanded by Light without limit; today and forever, etc.

OCEANS of all the Power (3) and Perfection
of Saint Germain's Plan of Freedom and Victory for: America, fulfilled by Light and expanded without limit; today and forever, etc.

OCEANS of the Flame of Eternal Invincible Freedom from the Heart of Our Beloved Saint Germain; today and forever, etc.

OCEANS of the Flame of Eternal Invincible Victory from the Heart of the Mighty Victory; today and forever, etc.

OCEANS of all the Power (3) and Perfection of the Divine Plan fulfilled for our Ascended Master Over-whelming wealth, opulence and supply of every good thing, expanded by Light without limit; today and forever, etc.

* * * *

15. "MIGHTY I AM PRESENCE!" ALL GREAT BEINGS AND POWERS AND LEGIONS OF LIGHT!

CHARGE (3) Your Perfection thru me and expand It without limit; today and forever in One Mighty Stroke; and Manifest now, Manifest Now, Manifest now!

Oh, "Mighty I AM"! (3)

etc.

* * * *

Use the above for:

Blaze all of Your Light thru my body and expand It without limit, etc.

Expand Your Perfection thru me and expand It without limit, etc.

Charge America with Oceans of the Cosmic Light of a Thousand Suns, and expand It forever everywhere!

Blaze all of Your Light thru my body and expand It without limit, now manifest forever!
SAINT GERMAIN
It is one thing to understand a thing then live it; but when you realize that no one in the outer has any concept of the requirements of the Life Stream of another individual; he or she cannot possibly comprehend it, therefore, if the individual interferes with it, to some degree that one is responsible.

* * * *

SAINT GERMAIN
Oh just hold yourselves like that (motion of the hand) when there is a sudden demand or some requirement. Hold steady and say: “Mighty I AM Presence” don’t let me make any mistake in this! Take command and govern my feeling, direct me by your Intelligence and see that I make no mistake.” Oh, so much would be avoided!

* * * *

SAINT GERMAIN
Whenever there is a need for an immediate decision, the very first thing to do is to say: “Mighty I AM Presence,” see that I do not make any mistake in this! You decide this and make me understand clearly.” If you do this, such tremendous things would be avoided!

* * * *

SAINT GERMAIN
Remember, that in the Glory of the Light which beats your heart, is the Infinite Power of the Light, the Infinite Strength; the Infinite Courage and the Victory over all human activity. Enter into it! Grasp your Scepter of Dominion and wield It to the silencing of every human element and glorify yourself in your Victory now!
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GODFRE OUR LOVED ONE, ASCENDED
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OF THE SPHERES

In order to help all “I AM” Students to produce greater Perfection in our musical activities, we are asking all who read music to please sing from the music copy while singing in your Groups. This will enable you to sing correct time value to each note. This will help those who do not read music to sing correctly too, so when the large classes are held, the singing will be uniform and accurate.

This will be of great benefit when recorded by the large groups, for then, every Life-Stream in those groups will be an OPEN DOOR, thru which the Light and Sacred Fire can pour into the entire music, which is built up each time those songs are sung.

Thus the Life-stream of everyone who sings on those records will be able to sing thru Its Blessings every time those records are used; and thus expand the Cosmic Light and Sacred Fire thru our Music of the Spheres to bless mankind continually.

There is no greater service to the Light which we can give, than to pour out thru our “I AM” Music of the Spheres our continual ever-expanding Blessings and Purity to all Life everywhere forever.

MRS. G. W. BALLARD
Beloved "I AM" Group Leaders and Students, it is the request of our Beloved Saint Germain and the other Great Ones, that a Violet Flame Group and Service be held every Saturday morning from 6 A.M. to 12 o'clock noon, in all Sanctuaries and wherever our "I AM" Study Groups are held.

We ask this throughout the world that we may offer greater help to all who are struggling under the problems of the outer world.

You may change Group Leaders every two hours if you so desire; and use the "I AM" Violet Flame Booklet, Decrees and Music, during these six hours.

Call during that time for the Violet Consuming Flame to flood thru each "I AM" Student, all Saint Germain's "I AM" Activities everywhere; then your Sanctuary, Reading Room, Study Groups; your city, state and nation; all activities of our government and national defense; all military activities, hospitals, homes, schools, etc., and then anything else you desire to include.

This will bring a more intense action of the Purifying, Freeing Power from the Ascended Masters' Octave and will bless you beyond measure.

During this time we shall intensify and pour out our calls and Radiation for your greater blessing also.

With all our Love and Gratitude forever, we thank you!
ANNOUNCEMENT

It is our very great privilege and joy to announce the release of a small size “Crystal Cup” for either traveling or children.

It is the same shape and quality as the larger “Crystal Cup,” but for individual use, especially traveling, it is more convenient for carrying.

These “Crystal Cups” receive the same Charge and Blessing as the larger ones, and, with the exception of size and weight, are in all other respects the same.

We love, charge and bless them with all the Devotion and Purity of our Heart’s Love and Light; to be the Receptacle into which the “Mighty I AM Presence” and all Great Beings, Powers and Activities of Light, can focus Their Power, Unfed Flame and all the Blessings for which we call.

May every one of these “Precious Crystal Cups” be such an out-pouring of all Ascended Master Miracles, Victories, Light and Freedom, that each one’s world runs full to overflowing, with all the Perfection of Light without limit, sustained and expanded to bless all Life and all that is yet to be, today and forever.

With all our Love in the Light forever,

MRS. G. W. BALLARD

Price $5.00
Shipping charges 50 cents.
ANNOUNCEMENT

It is our privilege and great pleasure to announce the release of the third SONG FOLDER containing three songs, both music and lyrics, as follows:

7. Helios, The Dawn
8. Lord—The Maha Chohan
9. Thou Seven Mighty Elohim

Price of this Song Folder $3.00, shipping charges 40c. The Loose-leaf lyric sheets may also be purchased for Group and individual use.
Price 1½c per sheet (2 pages) plus shipping charges.

***

OUR BELOVED NADA’S PICTURE

We announce the release of Our Beloved Nada’s picture in sepia — size 4½x6½. This can be furnished mounted plain or in folder. It is the same picture as on the song covers, beautiful for framing purposes.

Mounted plain—Price each—$1.00, plus shipping charges.
Mounted on folder—Price each—$1.25, plus shipping charges.
PROTECTION
OF OUR COPYRIGHTS

We hereby notify all readers and individuals everywhere, that everything in the books of the SAINT GERMAIN SERIES, the VOICE OF THE "I AM," OUR PUBLIC LECTURES, AFFIRMATIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN TO GROUP LEADERS is covered by our copyrights with all rights reserved, including foreign translations.

This means, we will not allow this Instruction and Information to be deleted, distorted, adulterated or diluted for any purpose whatsoever and we shall protect them fully.

We are determined that this GIFT OF LIGHT, TRUTH AND FREEDOM from the Ascended Masters to mankind SHALL BE PROTECTED and kept PURE, TRUE AND UNCHANGED — FOREVER — that mankind may receive its Eternal Freedom and the greatest possible Blessing.

We shall use our Full Power and our Full Right to maintain COMPLETE PROTECTION AT ALL TIMES.

SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, INC.
and
MR. AND MRS. G. W. BALLARD
SUBSCRIPTION NOTICE

Due to increased cost of materials and production, the Subscription Price of the VOICE of the "I AM" for the year 1944, will be $4.00 in the U. S. A. and $4.50 in foreign lands. This includes shipping charges. Single copy is 40c, U. S. A., and 45c in foreign lands.

THE SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, INC.
UNVEILED MYSTERIES, Volume I
By Godfré Ray King
Containing the first group of the author's experiences.
Price $2.50 — Shipping charges 40c

THE MAGIC PRESENCE, Volume II
By Godfré Ray King
Containing the second group of the author's experiences.
Price $2.75 — Shipping Charges 40c

THE "I AM" DISCOURSES, Volume III
By the Ascended Master Saint Germain and Other Ascended Masters
Containing thirty-three Discourses, explaining the Ascended Masters' Application of the "I AM," with three color plates.
Price $2.75 — Shipping Charges 40c

THE "I AM" ADORATIONS, AFFIRMATIONS AND DECREES, Volume V
Parts I and 2
By Chanera
A selection of powerful Adorations, Affirmations and Decrees of the "Mighty I AM Presence."
Price $1.75 — Shipping charges 40c

THE ASCENDED MASTER DISCOURSES, Volume VI
By Various Ascended Masters
Containing twenty Discourses, with three color plates, dictated before hundreds of students.
Price $2.75 — Shipping charges 40c

ASCENDED MASTER LIGHT, Volume VII
By Various Ascended Masters and Cosmic Beings
Containing twenty-six Discourses, with three color plates, dictated before hundreds of students.
Price $3.00 — Shipping charges 40c

THE "I AM" DISCOURSES, Volume VIII
By the Great Divine Director
Containing twenty-five Discourses, with two color plates, dictated by the Great Divine Director, before hundreds of students.
Price $3.00 — Shipping charges 40c

"I AM" ADORATIONS AND AFFIRMATIONS
By Chanera
Vest Pocket Edition of powerful Adorations and Affirmations
Price $1.00 — Shipping charges 35c

SPECIAL "I AM" DECREES AND BINDERS
Loose-Leaf Binder in heavy green cloth, stamped to match the Saint Germain Series. To hold special "I AM" Decrees and Songs. These Decrees and Songs are printed on fillers punched to fit Binder, which holds about 150 leaves (300 pages). Price Binder $1.25—Shipping charges 40c
Loose-leaf Decrees and songs (2 pages) 1½c per leaf. Shipping charges extra
"THE VOICE OF THE 'I AM'"

Monthly Magazine containing articles explaining the Law of Life; also Discourses by the Ascended Masters and other important subjects. Back numbers available beginning with February 1936. Yearly subscriptions begin with January 1944.

Subscription price America $4.00. Single Copy 40c
In other countries $4.50 Single Copy 45c

CHART OF THE MAGIC PRESENCE

A beautifully lithographed color chart, suitable for framing and contemplation; showing each individual's relationship to his own Individualized God Presence—the "Mighty 'I AM'."

Size—5½x8½. Price 25c—Shipping charges 5c
Size—12x21. Price $1.00—Shipping charges 20c
On Heavy Linen 30x52. Price $12.00—Shipping charges Prepaid

CHARTS AND FLAMES IN ACTION

Above Charts mechanically animated—Size 30x52 ..................Price $225.00
Violet Flame mechanically animated—Size 30x52 .............Price $225.00
(Shipping charges extra)

At Present only large Flames and large Charts are available.

PICTURE OF THE ASCENDED MASTER, JESUS
PICTURE OF THE ASCENDED MASTER, SAINT GERMAIN

Hand colored steel engravings of etchings by Charles Sindelar.

Size 12x16. Price each $2.00—Shipping charges 35c
Sepia Color, Size 19x24, $10.00
Sepia Color, Size 24x32, $20.00

PICTURE OF OUR BELOVED MESSENGER, GUY W. BALLARD

Actual photographic reproduction in Goldtone.

Size 8x10 Price each $ 2.50 Shipping charges 45c
Size 11x14 Price each $ 3.50 Shipping charges 50c
Size 15x19½ Price each $10.00 Express charges collect
Size 30x40 Price each $25.00 Express charges collect
Profile Size 15x19½ Price each $10.00 Express charges collect
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DECREE BOOKLETS

Small Booklets containing Decrees compiled for individual or Study Group use. Marvelous results are being made manifest in building a momentum thru constant use of these Booklets:

1. Opulence and Supply
2. Violet Flame and Healing
3. "I AM" America's Freedom
4. "I AM" Light Decrees
5. Purpose of the Ascended Masters' "I AM" Activities (Small booklet giving short resumé of the Ascended Masters' "I AM" Activities.)
6. Our Messenger's "I AM" Speaks
7. Light My World

Price of these Booklets each 30c, plus shipping charges; with the exception of Nos. 1, 5 and 7. Present supply of No. 1 will be sold for 20c each, plus shipping charges. No. 5 sells for 15c each, plus shipping charges. No. 7, Light My World, sells for 40c each.

PLAYBACKS AND RECORDS

We will notify you as soon as our next order of Playbacks is released. Playback records are available. This applies to the new 33 1/3 RPM Blue Transparent Records containing Mrs. Ballard’s talks on the Law of Life and Its Application, and the Musical Playback Records as listed hereafter.

Price Playback Records $5.25 each—Shipping charges extra
(Note: All Playback Records are sold direct from the Santa Fe Branch of the Saint Germain Press, Inc.)

PHONOGRAPH RECORDS

| N 100-A | Song of the Violet Flame (Duet) | Lotus Ray King, Harp
| N 100-B | Lotus My Love | Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ
| N 101-A | Goddess of Purity (Duet) | Lotus Ray King, Harp
| N 101-B | Silent Sentinel (Duet) | Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ
| N 102-A | "I AM" Decrees—Part I | September 1941 Shrine Class
| N 102-B | "I AM" Decrees—Part II | September 1941 Shrine Class
| 200-A | Light of My Heart (Duet) | Lotus Ray King, Harp
| 200-B | Rose of Light (Duet) | Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>202-A</th>
<th>Son of Light (Duet)</th>
<th>Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>202-B</td>
<td>Call to Light (Duet)</td>
<td>Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>203-A</td>
<td>Rainbow Rays (Duet)</td>
<td>Lotus Ray King, Harp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>203-B</td>
<td>Oh, World Victorious (Duet)</td>
<td>Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>505-A</td>
<td>America Our Own Beloved Land</td>
<td>Sung by Minute Men of Saint Germain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>505-B</td>
<td>Silent Sentinel</td>
<td>Lotus Ray King, Harp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000-A</td>
<td>&quot;I AM&quot; Come (Duet)</td>
<td>Frederick Landwehr, Novachord</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000-B</td>
<td>Dedication</td>
<td>Donald Ray King</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Price of Record No. 1000 is $2.65—Shipping Charges extra.

| RR-1201 | Invocation | Mr. and Mrs. Ballard and Donald |
| RR-1202 | Contemplation (Silent Night) Harp | Mrs. Ballard |
| RR-1203 | Benediction | Mrs. Ballard and Donald |
| RR-1247 | Contemplation (Nearer My God to Thee) Harp | Mrs. Ballard |

| 3300-A | Invocation No. 1 (Shrine Class) | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3300-B | Invocation No. 2 (Shrine Class) | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3301-A | Benediction (Shrine Class) | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3301-B | Benediction (Shrine Class) | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3302-A | Invocation (Shrine Class) | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3302-B | There Is No Death (Shrine Class) | Mr. G. W. Ballard |

* (The 3303 Series comprises one afternoon’s talk by Mr. G. W. Ballard and should be sold in a set.)

| 3303-A | Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3303-B | Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3303-C | Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3303-D | Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3303-E | Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3303-F | Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) | Mr. G. W. Ballard |

* | 3304-A | Invocation and Explanation of the Chart | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3304-B | Invocation and Explanation of the Chart | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3304-C | Invocation and Explanation of the Chart | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3304-D | Invocation and Explanation of the Chart | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
\[
\begin{align*}
&3305-A \text{ This Truth, Love and Harmony} \quad \text{Mr. G. W. Ballard} \\
&3305-B \text{ This Truth, Love and Harmony} \quad \text{Mr. G. W. Ballard} \\
&3306-A \text{ True Understanding of Divine Love} \quad \text{Mr. G. W. Ballard} \\
&3306-B \text{ True Understanding of Divine Love} \quad \text{Mr. G. W. Ballard} \\
&3307-A \text{ Calling the Presence} \quad \text{Mr. G. W. Ballard} \\
&3307-B \text{ Calling the Presence} \quad \text{Mr. G. W. Ballard} \\
&3308-A \text{ Helping All Mankind} \quad \text{Mr. G. W. Ballard} \\
&3308-B \text{ Helping All Mankind} \quad \text{Mr. G. W. Ballard} \\
&3309-A \text{ Invocation (Shrine Class)} \quad \text{Mr. G. W. Ballard} \\
&3309-B \text{ Benediction (Shrine Class)} \quad \text{Mr. G. W. Ballard} \\
&3310-A \text{ Excerpts from Victory’s Dictation—July 1938} \quad \text{Mr. G. W. Ballard} \\
&3310-B \text{ Excerpts from Victory’s Dictation—July 1938} \quad \text{Mr. G. W. Ballard} \\
&3310-C \text{ Excerpts from Victory’s Dictation—July 1938} \quad \text{Mr. G. W. Ballard} \\
&3310-D \text{ Excerpts from Victory’s Dictation—July 1938} \quad \text{Mr. G. W. Ballard} \\
&3310-E \text{ Excerpts from Victory’s Dictation—July 1938} \quad \text{Mr. G. W. Ballard} \\
&3310-F \text{ Excerpts from Victory’s Dictation—July 1938} \quad \text{Mr. G. W. Ballard} \\
&3310-G \text{ Excerpts from Victory’s Dictation—July 1938} \quad \text{Mr. G. W. Ballard} \\
&3310-H \text{ Excerpts from Victory’s Dictation—July 1938} \quad \text{Mr. G. W. Ballard} \\
&3310-I \text{ Excerpts from Victory’s Dictation—July 1938} \quad \text{Mr. G. W. Ballard} \\
&3310-J \text{ Adoration to Mighty Victory} \quad \text{Mr. G. W. Ballard} \\
&3310-K \text{ Benediction} \quad \text{Mr. G. W. Ballard} \\
&3900-A \text{ Instruction for Purifying Food} \quad \text{Mrs. G. W. Ballard} \\
&3900-B \text{ Blessing of All Food} \quad \text{Mrs. G. W. Ballard} \\
\end{align*}
\]

*NOTE: (The 3304 Series and the 3310 Series are each one afternoon’s talks and should be sold together.)

The above records are suitable for individual use or for contemplation in "I AM" Study Groups.

(All Records are sold and shipped direct from the Santa Fe, New Mexico Branch of the Saint Germain Press, Inc. Use checks, drafts, Express Money Orders, but no P.O.M.O.'s. Make Payable to the Saint Germain Press, Inc.)

Price all Phonograph and Victrola Records each (double faced) made of Blue transparent material $3.15—Shipping charges extra.
NOTICE!

Due to higher cost of material and labor it is necessary to, effective at once, advance the cost of the Small Crystal Cups to $8.45, delivered to destination.

Cost of the Large Crystal Cup remains unchanged.

"CRYSTAL CUPS"

Small Size Crystal Cups—for traveling or children..................Price $5.00
   Packing and shipping charges 50c
Small Size—for individual use..............................................Price $7.75
   Packing and shipping charges 70c
Large size—for Reading Rooms, Sanctuaries, and family use.
   Individuals may have these, if they so desire.          Price $25.00
   Shipping charges $1.40

These "Crystal Cups" are not sold thru Reading Rooms or Group Leaders. Each "Cup" is blessed personally by Mrs. G. W. Ballard and is then shipped direct to each individual. No discounts are allowed.
MUSIC OF THE SPHERES

Already Released

LIGHT OF MY HEART  NADA OUR LOVE
LOTUS MY LOVE    AMERICA OUR OWN BELOVED LAND
OH WORLD VICTORIOUS GODDESS OF PURITY
RAINBOW RAYS     MIGHTY VICTORY
VOICE OF THE PRESENCE LETO, BLESSED LETO
ROSE OF LIGHT     GREAT DIVINE DIRECTOR
SON OF LIGHT      *SONG OF THE VIOLET FLAME
CALL TO LIGHT     GODFRE OUR LOVED ONE ASCENDED
SILENT SENTINEL   **"I AM" HERE
"I AM" COME       *ARCHANGEL MICHAEL

A Group of Songs—Music and Lyrics by Godfre Ray King and Lotus Ray King. These Songs are especially charged with powerful healing activity. Each contains a beautifully lithographed cover in colors, especially designed for that piece of music.

Our present stock of these songs will be sold at the regular price of $1.00 each with shipping charges of 35c. New editions will require an increased charge. This includes all the above songs with the exception of the three marked with an *. These songs are now priced at $1.25 each; shipping charges 35c.

The "Song of the Violet Flame" contains four (4) color plates. These color plates may also be purchased singly (without music). Price Each 50c—Shipping charges 15c.

SONG FOLDERS

Each Folder contains three songs, together with music and lyrics, as follows:

No. 1
1. "I AM" Here     Music and Lyrics
2. Angels of Saint Germain    Lotus Ray King
3. Freedom's Triumph
4. Great Hercules—Thou Elohim

No. 2
5. Mary, the Mother of Jesus    Music and Lyrics
6. Archangel Michael     Lotus Ray King
   Price per folder $2.25—Shipping charges extra (35c)
7. Helios, The Dawn

No. 3
8. Lord—The Maha Chohan     Music and Lyrics
9. Thou Seven Mighty Elohim    Lotus Ray King
   Price per folder $3.00—Shipping charges extra (40c)
MUSICAL PLAYBACK RECORDS
(16" for Playbacks only)

65

1. Goddess of Purity

2. Leto, Blessed Leto

66  "I AM Come (Duet)"

Lotus Ray King, Harp
Frederick Landwehr,
Shrine Organ
Shrine Audience

NOTE: This Record contains two selections on one side—No. 65, and one on the opposite side—No. 66; therefore, Nos. 65 and 66 is one double-faced record.

Record made of Blue Transparent material, and is sold and shipped only from the Santa Fe, New Mexico Branch.

Price each $5.25—Shipping charges extra
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